Profiling providers on use of adjuvant chemotherapy by combining cancer registry and medical record data.
Treatment information collected by cancer registries can be used to monitor the provision of guideline-recommended chemotherapy to colorectal cancer patients. Incomplete information may bias comparisons of these rates. We developed statistical methods that combine data from a registry and physicians' records to assess hospital quality. From California Cancer Registry data, we selected all patients (n=12,594) newly diagnosed with stage III colon cancer or stage II or III rectal cancer from 428 hospitals during the years 1994 to 1998. To assess rates and predictors of underreporting of chemotherapy, we surveyed physicians treating 1449 of these patients from 98 hospitals during the years 1996 to 1997. Using Bayesian statistical models, we imputed unobserved treatments. We studied the impact of underreporting on provider profiling by comparing rankings, estimates, and credible intervals based only on registry data to those incorporating physician survey data. Analyses that account for incompleteness of reporting yielded wider credible intervals for provider profiles than those that ignored such incompleteness. Among the 109 (25%) hospitals in the highest quartile of chemotherapy rates according to the registry data, 16 were not so classified when incomplete reporting was taken into account. With the more comprehensive model, 12 hospitals could be identified that ranked in the top quartile with probability>0.90. Estimates of adjusted hospital chemotherapy rates based solely on cancer registry data overstate the precision of assessments of hospital quality. Using additional information from a physician survey and applying rigorous statistical models, better inferences can be drawn about provider quality.